SPARKLING DREAMS

58. SWAROVSKI
Dragon Pendant
Inspired by the legendary Chinese dragon, this fascinating pendant symbolizes power, strength and luck. The powerful Dragon, as also shown on the national flag of
Bhutan, sparkles majestically with accents in clear crystal. Ruthenium plated and based on a fully cut golden shadow crystal, it represents good luck. In-flight Exclusive.

US$ 129

DUTY FREE
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CZ earrings

59. PICA LÉLA
“Flamenco” 18K Rose Gold Plated Necklace with Coral Coloured
Cat’s Eye Stone
Heartfelt and delicate, inspired by summer Red Sea Coral, this vintage-design
18K rose gold plated necklace radiates a timeless romance which symbolizes
wealth and prosperity. It features with shimmering clear crystals and red coloured
cat’s eye stone. A perfect gift for the one you love! Complemented by a five years
international warranty and a pair of brilliant-cut CZ earrings. Length of chain:
Adjustable 40~45cm; Pendant size: 3.5cm*1.5cm

US$ 59

60. PICA LÉLA
“Rosie” 18K Rose Gold Plated Necklace and Matching Earring Set
A beautiful tribute to nature and love! Behold the crystal glistening behind the
graceful rose gold plated rose design. Create a fresh feminine look with the addition
of this blush gold floral necklace and earrings. Adjustable chain length: 40-45cm.
Five-year international warranty. Design in Australia.

US$ 69
DUTY FREE
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61. TOSCOW
Rose Gold Plated Mother Of Pearl Necklace
Lustrous mother of pearl butterfly is delicately hand crafted and set on pastel hued crystals against fashionable rose gold plating.
Adjustable length: 40-45cm

US$ 59

62. GRACE DESIGNS
Pearl Necklace
The Mother of-Pearl necklace made you shine with its delicate
design and modernity. Hand made, rose plated, 925 sterling silver
jewelery is a special choice for the very special ones.

US$ 99

DUTY FREE
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63. INFINITY LONDON
Aimee Set
New from Infinity and Co London this classic bangle pendant and earring
set would be a stunning addition to any discerning lady’s jewellery
collection. Made from stainless steel, plated in rose-gold and hand-set
with the finest quality simulated diamonds, makes the perfect gift for
someone special.

US$ 125
Valid Till Stock Last

64. INFINITY
INF
LONDON
Emilie Pendant & Earring Set
This stunning set features a beautiful pendant complimented by a pair of matching
earrings. Plated with 18k Rose Gold, each piece features premium grade black ceramic
beautifully framed with hand set AAA grade simulated diamonds. Gift Box Included,
One Year International Warranty

US$ 39
Valid Till Stock Last
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DUTY FREE
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65. JOIA DE MAJORCA
8mm 45” Multi Color Endless Necklace and Earring Set
Color her beautiful – Let her show the many sides of her personality with this
delicately crafted ensemble of rare colors of gray, tahitian black, white, champagne
and oro. A truly versatile design. A must in every women’s collection..

US$ 150

66. CAROLEE NEW YORK
Pearl & Fireball Set
Capture your eternal elegance with our pearl and fireball necklace and earring set.
The stunning necklace comes with 10, 12 and 14mm pearls enhanced with captivating
fully encrusted crystal fireballs. The earrings are the perfect complement to the
16-18” necklace. A classic and polished combination to wear for any time! Worldwide
Lifetime Guarantee.

US$ 25

DUTY FREE
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67. BUCKLEY LONDON
Rose Gold Earrings Set of 8
This earring set features 8 fun styles in rose gold tone with shimmering crystals and smooth pearl, allowing you to transform your look multiple times.

US$ 39

68. BUCKLEY LONDON
Sleek Sparkle Stacker Set
A beautiful and modern design, this sleek pendant and bangle set will effortlessly transform any outfit. Both pieces are plated in polished gold and finished with an array of
polished gold and crystal set rings, adding a touch of elegance. Pendant chain length: 16” plus 2” extender. Comes packaged in a Buckley London gift box.

US$ 59
Valid Till Stock Last
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DUTY FREE
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69. BUCKLEY LONDON
Hearts & Kisses Collection
The kiss and the heart are instantly recognisable icons of love and friendship that have been translated
into this striking bracelet, necklace and earrings set. In a choice of cool silver or warm gold tones, each
piece is decorated with either a kiss or heart icon and set with pristine crystals. The bracelets are made
from eye-catching woven mesh which stretches to fit any wrist size. Worn alone or boldly stacked, the
Hearts and Kisses set can be mixed and matched to create your own personal style

US$ 59

70. BUCKLEY LONDON
Dazzling Duo Set
Featuring stud earrings and a silver-plated tennis bracelet lined with Cubic Zirconia and finished with a fold over clasp closure.

US$ 55

DUTY FREE
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71. TEMPTATION
Lucky Bracelet With Charms
Cute small charms decorate this gold-plated bracelet and bring you luck. Designed by the Jewelry house Temptation With Love. Flexible size.

US$ 25

72. TEMPTATION
Romantic Jewellery Set
Don’t resist the Temptation! Stunning, romantic and extravagant – this rosé gold plated necklace is decorated with cat eyes stones and hand-set crystals. A pair of free
matching earrings packed inside. Necklace length – 42,5 cm.

US$ 39
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DUTY FREE
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73. PIERRE CARDIN
Pendant & Earring Set
A selection of three pendants with matching earrings, set with white
crystals finished in rhodium, 18ct gold and rose gold plating presented in a
stylish presentation case. The set is a accompanied by an additional pair of
pearl earrings; a gift from Cardin.

US$ 35
Valid Till Stock Last

74. ANDRE PIASSO
Tri-Colour Fringe Necklace
Rhodium, gold and rose gold plated pendants suspended from a rhodium plated chain.

US$ 20

75. ANDRE PIASSO
Crystal Bracelet
A beautiful crystal stranded gold plated bracelet. Perfect for a night out, a stand out
accessory. Comes in a compact gift box. One year warranty

US$ 25
Valid Till Stock Last

DUTY FREE
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